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Abstract Background Owing to the linguistic situation, Japanese natural language processing
(NLP) requiresmorphological analyses for word segmentation using dictionary techniques.
Objective We aimed to clarify whether it can be substituted with an open-end
discovery-based NLP (OD-NLP), which does not use any dictionary techniques.
Methods Clinical texts at the first medical visit were collected for comparison of OD-
NLP with word dictionary-based-NLP (WD-NLP). Topics were generated in each docu-
ment using a topic model, which later corresponded to the respective diseases
determined in International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems 10 revision. The prediction accuracy and expressivity of each disease were
examined in equivalent number of entities/words after filtration with either term
frequency and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) or dominance value (DMV).
Results In documents from 10,520 observed patients, 169,913 entities and 44,758
words were segmented using OD-NLP and WD-NLP, simultaneously. Without filtering,
accuracy and recall levels were low, and there was no difference in the harmonic mean
of the F-measure between NLPs. However, physicians reported OD-NLP containedmore
meaningful words than WD-NLP. When datasets were created in an equivalent number
of entities/words with TF-IDF, F-measure in OD-NLP was higher than WD-NLP at lower
thresholds. When the threshold increased, the number of datasets created decreased,
resulting in increased values of F-measure, although the differences disappeared. Two
datasets near the maximum threshold showing differences in F-measure were exam-
ined whether their topics were associated with diseases. The results showed that more
diseases were found in OD-NLP at lower thresholds, indicating that the topics described
characteristics of diseases. The superiority remained as much as that of TF-IDF when
filtration was changed to DMV.
Conclusion The current findings prefer the use of OD-NLP to express characteristics of
diseases from Japanese clinical texts and may help in the construction of document
summaries and retrieval in clinical settings.
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Introduction

In the past two decades after the introduction of the elec-
tronic health record (EHR) system in Japan, the implementa-
tion rate increased to 78.1%, especially in hospitals with 400
beds and above.1 Various data types are automatically saved
in the EHR systems so that the stored data can be utilized
quickly in clinical practices, and be adapted for secondary
use, including research works, improvement of medical
services, and hospital management.2

The stored data are divided into two subsets: structured
and unstructured data, where different data marts are built
for the analysis use.3 Structured data have a kindred feature
that conforms to a certain format in defined schemes. The
link by codes principally enables data models to be easily
built for analysis. Conversely, unstructured data, including
natural language texts, images, videos, and voice records,
cannot be predefined. These data have formats such as text,
DICOM, JPEG, MEPG, or WAVE, although the meaning cannot
be defined; thus, the content of stored data changes depend-
ing on the situation. Contrary to structured data, unstruc-
tured data cannot combine master data and is unable to
aggregate or subdivide codes, resulting to difficulties in
making data mart design. However, unstructured data are
considered useful for performing data analysis because they
flexibly store a broad array of information and can also
provide informative clinical decision making.4,5 Therefore,
analyzing the text data in EHR systems has been considered
helpful for practical use.6,7

Notably, before conducting an analysis with text data, we
need to perform natural language processing (NLP): first, a
sentence is broken down into word segments; second, a
syntactic analysis to confirm the relationship between
respective word segments is performed, and lastly, semantic
analyses using term dictionaries are required. After all these
processes, we can start performing the analysis.8 Hereof,
contrary to English, Japanese is known to be not a straight-
forward language, especially in the first step, because there
are no obvious word boundaries with clear separators.9,10

Moreover, written Japanese utilizes three orthographical
systems: hiragana, katakana, and kanji characters derived
from Chinese. According to the linguistic situation, word
segmentation is usually conducted by a combination of
N-gram search and morphological analysis, which can
establish the sequence of characters by referring to a term
dictionary and analyzed with the highest coincidence.11

However, such word segmentation often leads to misunder-
standing of unknown words, abbreviations, and acronyms,
thus leading to false recognition as a different set of words.
Certainly, accumulating articles have reported that the accu-
racy of segmentation for clinical texts written in Japanese
depends on the number of words in the word dictionary
(WD).12–14 Therefore, an open-end discovery (OD) method
was proposed to overcome the problem. The method divides
a sentence into a series of meaningful units called entities
that consist of certain consecutive and semantically relevant
words,15 and potentially formulate the feature of documents.
Character segmentation has not outperformed word seg-

mentation.16,17 However, based on the bottom-up parser
without a WD, it is expected that open-end discovery-based
NLP (OD-NLP) can extract more helpful information
from texts than word dictionary-based NLP (WD-NLP)
(►Supplemental Fig. S1, available in the online version).
Here, we conducted two distinct NLP methods in the re-
source-poor language of Japanese and successfully compared
them using a topic model that exhibited more characteristic
features of diseases from existing medical records.

Methods

Study Design
We retrospectively collected medical records in the EHR
systems from 10,520 patients who visited Kumamoto Uni-
versity Hospital between January 2015 and December 2017.
Clinical texts at the first medical visit from subjective and
objective findings in the Subjective Objective Assessment
Plan format were gathered without discriminating clinical
departments. Additionally, International Statistical Classifi-
cation of Diseases and Related Health Problem (ICD)-10
codes in the diagnosis procedure combination, which rep-
resents the names of main disease in the Japanese medical
fee system,18 were collected. All researches were performed
in accordance to the declaration of Helsinki and approval of
institutional review board of the Kumamoto University
(Permit Number: 959).

Natural Language Processing
Asshownin►Fig. 1,weapplied IRISNLPJapanese (Ver2017–02,
InterSystems Co., One Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02142,
United States) and MeCab (Ver0.996, Kudo, Japan) for
OD-NLP19,20 and WD-NLP,21 respectively. In case of MeCab, a
major software of Japanese NLP,22–24 ComeJisyo (Ver 5–1,
Sagara, Japan), was used as a medical term dictionary for
word segmentation.25 iKnow, a library of IRIS NLP Japanese,
enables the segmentation of a sentence into a series of semantic
units called entities. From the three available indices for entities
such as term frequency (TF), TF-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF), and dominance value (DMV), we used (TF-IDF) and
(TF-IDF) for filtration in this study. TF-IDF is often used to count
the number of documents in entities,26 while DMV represents
the importance of an entity in a document, which is calculated
by the syntactic position and frequency of an entity. Exclusion
criteria are as follows: In MeCab, useless words (example
numbers and datetime) were eliminated, but nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adjective verbs, and adverbs were all extracted.
Consecutive and same parts of speech words were combined
during the process. In IRIS NLP Japanese, entities such as
numeric, datetime, and unrecognized character strings were
eliminated.Words/entitieswere excludedwhen the termcount
was less than 10 in one document. The number of diseases less
than 10 or more than 1,000 were excluded in a two-tailed
manner. Additionally, inadaptable documents for ICD-10 codes
were eliminated. Several datasets were generated fromMeCab
and IRIS NLP according to number of words/entities with
filtration of TF-IDF. Only in IRIS NLP Japanese, DMV was
additionally utilized to create equivalent datasets to TF-IDF.
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Topic Model
The topic model is a probabilistic model that putatively
generates a description of documents based on the distribu-
tion of topics and frequency of their terms. We estimated
diseases using Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), which
allowed each document to present multiple topics with
different proportions, therefore, enabling the feature of
each document to be described in a mixture of topics.27

We generated an equal number of topics as in each disease
name. We calculated topic probability distributions in each
document-derived disease name, andgave the top 10 topics a
score between 10 and 1 in the order of high points of
occurrence. This step was performed in all documents, and
the mean scores of topics for all diseases were given. In a
cross-tabulation table, the horizontal and vertical axes
represent the type of disease and topic, respectively. The
relationship of themean score between diseases and topics is
presented (►Supplemental Fig. S2A [available in the online
version]). To maximize the sum of each mean score in each
dataset of cross-tabulation table, we performed the optimi-
zation by replacing the topic position on the diagonal lines
(►Supplemental Fig. S2B [available in the online version]).
From these processes, we achieved the type of topics corre-
sponding to the respective diseases. Python version 3.4.5
(Python Software Foundation, United States) and LDA
Gensim version 3.3.0 (RARE Technologies Ltd, CZ) were
used in the analyses.

Practical Comparison of Topic Terms
The topic model can generate topic terms using a topic. The
terms were blindly evaluated by physicians whether they
related to respective diseases, if the number of entities/
words was equivalent to each dataset with NLPs. From the
top 30 terms generated by the topic model from dataset, the
number of terms related to each disease was practically
counted by the disease, and the highest counts among NLP
methods were determined as the most accurate method for
revealing disease characteristics. The ratio of diseases was
given by dividing the number of diseases by all diseases that
were common to the corresponding datasets for each
comparison.

Statistical Analysis
In the existence of disease linked to each topic, we generated
2�2 contingency tables as follows: if the top topic from the
document expected actual disease, then the disease was
properly predicted (true positive). It was inappropriately
predicted when the top topic was analyzed with incompati-
ble diseases (false positive) and vice versa (false negative);
otherwise, it is regarded as true negative. These evaluations
were performed for each disease to create 2�2 contingency
tables (►Supplemental Fig. S3 [available in the online
version]). In each table, the precision ratio, recall rate, and
the harmonic mean of the F1 score were calculated to
compare the performances of IRIS NLP and MeCab. The

Fig. 1 Process of dataset creation and the name. Selection flows display how to do word segmentation into entities/words from the documents
at the first visit to the hospital. Created dataset names are shown at the bottom for IRIS natural language processing (NLP) and MeCab,
respectively. iK, iKnow; Me, MeCab; TF-IDF, term frequency and inverse document frequency.
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Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for analyses, which were
performed using R version 3.4.1 (The R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), with two-sided tests,
and the statistical significance was set to p less than 0.05.

Results

When NLP was performed without filtration in clinical
texts of subjective and objective findings, both of which
originated from 10,520 study patients, OD-NLP (i.e., IRIS
NLP Japanese) and WD-NLP (i.e., MeCab) segmented docu-
ments into 169,913 entities and 44,758 words, respectively
(►Table 1). The number of entities segmented by OD-NLP
was approximately four times higher than that of words by
WD-NLP, while the number of all documents and corre-
sponding diseases was similar to the two NLP methods. To
compare the two NLP methods in equivalent number of
entities/words, six datasets were created for the respective
NLPs depending on the threshold of filtration with TF-IDF.
In word segmentation by OD-NLP, six datasets were further
generated to ascertain the importance of another DMV
filtration according to the number of entities by TF-IDF
(►Fig. 1).

Because the number of documents and corresponding
diseaseswere similar betweenOD-NLP andWD-NLPwithout

filtration (i.e., datasets of iK and Me), we first compared the
accuracy of prediction in disease names from medical
records between two NLPs by generating appropriate topics
using topic model, which corresponded to respective dis-
eases (►Table 2, ►Supplemental Fig. S2 [available in the
online version]). ►Table 2 shows that generated topics in
each document revealed high accuracy and specificity in
estimating diseases. However, we found that both NLPs
resulted in low values in precision, recall, and F-measure.
There were no differences in precision (p¼0.874) and
F-measure (p¼0.957) except for recall (p¼0.002) between
the two NLPs, indicating a comparable disease prediction
from topics between OD-NLP andWD-NLP (►Fig. 2A). On the
contrary, when medical doctors assessed their topic terms,
including extracted entities/words with respective diseases,
five out of six them fairly evaluated without discriminating
among NLP methods. The top 30 topic terms by OD-NLP
contained more meaningful topics for respective diseases
than those by WD-NLP (►Fig. 2B). The superiority of topic
terms in OD-NLP was associated with the disease compared
with those in WD-NLP, which substantially increased by 66
diseases on average in a total of 114 diseases.

Next, we evaluated the relationship between the number
of entities/words in the respective diseases, depending on
the threshold of TF-IDF and F-measure of the topics

Table 1 Overview of datasets

Dataset
name

Segmentation-
method

Filtered
no.

Filtered-
method

Filtered-
threshold

Documents Entities/
words

Document
frequency
95%

Diseases

iK IRIS NLP Filtered-0 No filtered None 8,421 1,69,913 7 114

iKTDF260 IRIS NLP Filtered-1 TF-IDF �0.26 3,744 34,556 3 87

iKTDF330 IRIS NLP Filtered-2 TF-IDF �0.33 2,411 21,270 2 68

iKTDF425 IRIS NLP Filtered-3 TF-IDF �0.425 978 8,663 2 34

iKTDF510 IRIS NLP Filtered-4 TF-IDF �0.51 308 2,577 1 15

iKTDF580 IRIS NLP Filtered-5 TF-IDF �0.58 76 508 1 5

iKTDF620 IRIS NLP Filtered-6 TF-IDF �0.62 22 122 1 2

Me MeCab Filtered-0 No Filtered None 9,647 44,758 79 118

MeTDF033 MeCab Filtered-1 TF-IDF �0.033 9,647 34,875 39 118

MeTDF084 MeCab Filtered-2 TF-IDF �0.084 7,911 20,474 17 109

MeTDF167 MeCab Filtered-3 TF-IDF �0.167 2,807 8,239 8 74

MeTDF245 MeCab Filtered-4 TF-IDF �0.245 717 2,544 4 30

MeTDF306 MeCab Filtered-5 TF-IDF �0.306 162 481 3 11

MeTDF346 MeCab Filtered-6 TF-IDF �0.346 30 77 3 3

iKDMV400 IRIS NLP Filtered-1 DMV �400 3,923 34,716 3 81

iKDMV500 IRIS NLP Filtered-2 DMV �500 2,583 20,570 3 63

iKDMV600 IRIS NLP Filtered-3 DMV �600 1,163 8,297 2 35

iKDMV700 IRIS NLP Filtered-4 DMV �700 425 2,565 2 17

iKDMV800 IRIS NLP Filtered-5 DMV �800 109 486 3 5

iKDMV900 IRIS NLP Filtered-6 DMV �900 23 59 2 2

Abbreviations: DMV, dominance value; iK, iKnow; Me, MeCab, ; NLP, natural language processing; TF-IDF, term frequency-inverse document
frequency.
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(►Fig. 3A). Each dataset showed an equivalent number
of entities/words according to the respective thresholds of
TF-IDF in both NLPs. According to the equalization, we
created six different datasets, namely Filtered-1, -2, -3, -4,
-5, and -6, as summarized in ►Table 1. In the first three
datasets with lower thresholds of TF-IDF, the F-measure in
OD-NLP showed significantly higher accuracy than that
in WD-NLP; p¼0.027 in Filtered-1, p less than 0.001 in
Filtered-2, and p less than 0.001 in Filtered-3. The higher
the threshold, the less the number of entities/words
extracted, which resulted in a decrease in corresponding
diseases, thus, increasing values of F-measure. However, we
confirmed that statistical differences in F-measure between
OD-NLP and WD-NLP disappeared at high F-measure values
(p¼0.112 in Filtered-4, p¼0.090 in Filtered-5, and p¼0.200
in Filtered-6, respectively).

Then, in two datasets near the maximum threshold of
TF-IDF filtration that showed significant differences in F-mea-
sure between NLPs (i.e., Filtered-3 and -4), medical doctors
examined whether corresponding topic terms including
extracted entities/words were associated with disease
(►Fig. 3B). In comparison between iKTDF425 and MeTDF167
in Filtered-3, 25 common diseases were evaluated, and
we confirmed that there were a large number of diseases in
OD-NLP, whose topic terms were clearly associated
with respective diseases (p¼0.035). Therefore, this was reca-
pitulated in the absence of filtration. Alternatively, in nine
diseases from comparison datasets between iKTDF510 and
MeTDF245 in Filtered-4, the rate of diseases was similar to
that in Filtered-0 and -3. However, therewere nodifferences in
the number of diseases in which the topic terms were associ-
ated with the respective diseases (p¼0.149).

Table 2 Comparison of IRIS NLP with MeCab in no filtered datasets

Dataset Min 25% Median 75% Max p-Value

Precision iK 0.002 0.008 0.015 0.035 0.354 0.874

Me 0.003 0.008 0.015 0.037 0.370

Recall iK 0.067 0.167 0.233 0.343 0.636 0.002

Me 0.043 0.200 0.295 0.455 0.933

F-measure iK 0.005 0.015 0.029 0.064 0.299 0.957

Me 0.006 0.016 0.028 0.066 0.356

Accuracy iK 0.668 0.901 0.931 0.959 0.990 0.077

Me 0.735 0.880 0.923 0.945 0.988

Specificity iK 0.672 0.910 0.938 0.964 0.991 0.066

Me 0.738 0.883 0.927 0.950 0.991

Abbreviations: iK, iKnow; Me, MeCab; NLP, natural language processing.

Fig. 2 Comparisons in no filtered datasets between IRIS natural language processing (NLP) and MeCab. (A) Box plots of F-measure with median
in Filtered-0. p-Value showed no differences by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. (B) The number of diseases that were the most counted in each physician
who blindly evaluated the number of topic terms expressing respective diseases. When the number of counted terms was the same between
NLPs, it was regarded as “Even.” iK, iKnow.
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Lastly, the disparity of filtration in disease prediction be-
tween TF-IDF and DMV was assessed in OD-NLP (►Table 3).
As the DMV threshold increased, the F-measure increased,
similar to TF-IDF. F-measure in DMV was significantly higher
than that in TF-IDF only at the lowest threshold; p¼0.015
between iKTDF260 and iKDMV400, but there were no differ-
ences in other thresholds between TF-IDF and DMV
(►Supplemental Fig. S4, available in the online version).This
ascertains the superiority of OD-NLP overWD-NLP, evenwhen
the filtration was changed from TF-IDF to DMV. In iKDMV600,
corresponding to iKTDF425 in Filtered-3, the topic termswere
examined in their common25diseases bymedical doctors. The
results substantially confirmed that topic terms in DMV were
equally associated with diseases to those in TF-IDF (►Fig. 3C).

Discussion

We compared the two different NLPmethods in clinical texts
from subjective and objective findings, one with ordinary
dictionary type: WD-NLP (MeCab) and the other without a
dictionary, called OD-NLP (IRIS NLP Japanese). Morphologi-
cal analyses with dictionary techniques have been con-
ducted, to find the sequence of three orthographical

characters in written Japanese, because of the linguistic
character without obvious word boundaries.9–11 To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study comparing
OD-NLP with usual WD-NLP in Japanese medical records.
We demonstrated that word segmentation into entities
potentiates the extraction of characteristic terms of respec-
tive diseases.

We utilized topic models as an informatic classification to
generate the description of documents to perform the
comparison, although there are existing methods such as
conditional random fields (CRFs), recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), and clustering methods; K-Means.28–30 Machine
learning requires training datasets with largely defined
annotations that require human processing in advance to
obtain higher accuracy, while clustering methods classify
information depending on the shallow information of the
text. On the contrary, the topic model does not require
annotated training data; thus, it classifies documents relat-
ing to the latent semantics.31 Significantly, no studies have
compared IRIS NLP Japanesewith otherNLPsmuch less to say
nothing of the usefulness in the state-of-the-art models
including CRF and RNN. Our topic models were created
from identical information sources for comparison of

Fig. 3 Evaluations of filtered topic models. (A) Comparisons of F-measure in equalized number of entities/words with term frequency and
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) filtration between IRIS natural language processing (NLP) and MeCab. (B) The rate of diseases shows which
NLP method had the most related topic terms to respective diseases by the datasets. “Even” is not shown. (C) Differences of filtration in IRIS NLP
between TF-IDF and dominance value in the rate of diseases as evaluated in 3B. Data are shown in means� standard deviation.
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extracted terms regardless of the type of NLP method. The
approach enables comparison without prejudice, in which
the NLP method extracts a characteristic sequence of
entities/words from the existing medical records in the
EHR systems.

In NLP comparison without any filtering, the number of
entities in OD-NLP was fourfold higher than that of WD-NLP
in common document sources of clinical texts. Moreover, 95
percentile value of document frequency and the maximum
were everywhere in OD-NLP than in WD-NLP. These results
suggest that OD-NLP segments a sentence into varied terms
that were taken as various meaningful units, which enabled
the generation of characteristic expressions from Japanese
medical records. This capability allows entities to reveal
features and, thus, potentially estimate diseases. On the
contrary, WD-NLP becomes poor in variety because it
extracts words that are basically in the term dictionary,
and leads in dealing with a combination of simple words,
when the dictionary does not have appropriate character
sequences.

When thefilteringwas conductedwith TF-IDF in eachNLP
step, the medians of F-measure in OD-NLP were all higher
than those in WD-NLP, especially in lower thresholds of
TF-IDF. These results are similar to other filtrations of
DMV. Medians of F-measure in OD-NLP were higher in
DMV, especially in the lower thresholds, while the differ-
ences disappeared when the threshold increased. These
patterns suggest that OD-NLP includes a wide variety of
entities, and it potentiates a higher classification accuracy.
This is because the topic terms describing the characteristics
of diseases remain when topics frequently appearing in
common throughout the documents are mainly excluded
by the method of lower filtrations of TF-IDF. In contrast to
OD-NLP, WD-NLP recognizes a combination of determined
words because the dictionary does not always have charac-
teristic expressions of disease: a series of meaningful words

are occasionally segmented into several words that are in the
term dictionary. This is one of the biggest fundamental
problems inWD-NLP, especially inwritten Japanese, because
it is hard to follow many new words generated successfully.
At higher thresholds of filtration, the frequency of character-
istic expressions of respective diseases appears in a few
documents in OD-NLP, thus, categorized as an appropriate
topic, which results in no differences between OD-NLP and
WD-NLP. We found that OD-NLP outperformed WD-NLP
even when the filtering methods were changed from
TF-IDF to DMV. The values of DMV were determined by
the relationships between each entity in documents by
calculating the frequency and the syntax analysis. Therefore,
DMV decreaseswhen sentences havemany important words
and a complicated syntax, by which entities with character-
istic descriptions of disease are excluded in higher thresh-
olds of DMV.

We confirmed that OD-NLP was able to extract important
terms in documents because most evaluators believed that
the topic terms were practically related to diseases, even
with low classification accuracy. The levels of precision were
relatively low for the following reasons: First, we set only
default values as tuning hyperparameters in the LDA library
(e.g., α, η, γ, the number of iterations) in addition to topic
number.32,33 The improvement in processing accuracy is
achieved by setting additional parameters. However, we
did not adjust this time because the improvement in predic-
tion accuracy was out of our current scope. Second, we did
not process the standardization of synonyms for the same
reason and addressed them as different entities/words.
The separated words or entities could have been replaced
by unified terms by a published thesaurus or synonym
dictionaries.34,35 Third, generated topics from topic models
were required to adopt the correspondence table depending
on the characteristics, and were bound to the respective
diseases. We performed the optimization by replacing

Table 3 Differentiation of filtering in IRIS NLP between TF-IDF and DMV

Dataset Min 0.25 Median 0.75 Max p-Value

F-measure iKTDF260 0.008 0.024 0.033 0.054 0.218 0.015

iKDMV400 0.011 0.028 0.042 0.068 0.305

iKTDF330 0.019 0.036 0.048 0.078 0.196 0.214

iKDMV500 0.018 0.041 0.056 0.089 0.229

iKTDF425 0.054 0.086 0.096 0.121 0.261 0.404

iKDMV600 0.035 0.076 0.097 0.114 0.356

iKTDF510 0.111 0.130 0.154 0.214 0.250 0.317

iKDMV700 0.061 0.125 0.138 0.178 0.457

iKTDF580 0.247 0.306 0.364 0.372 0.386 0.841

iKDMV800 0.205 0.309 0.313 0.328 0.478

iKTDF620 0.645 0.660 0.676 0.691 0.706 1.000

iKDMV900 0.647 0.657 0.666 0.676 0.686

Abbreviations: DMV, dominance value; iK, iKnow; Me, MeCab; NLP, natural language processing; TF-IDF, term frequency-inverse document
frequency.
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the position of the topic with the diagonal lines to maximize
the sum of each score in the cross-tabulation. However, there
were some diseases associated with several topics simulta-
neously, suggesting that topics predicted different diseases
with similar probability. The above-mentioned circumstan-
ces were considerable reason of the low precision and some
diseases may actually be one of the candidates for a differ-
ential diagnosis. The improvement of accuracy for estimating
diseases by pretraining (e.g., RNN, CRF) would be further
required after establishing the importance of IRIS NLP Japa-
nese. Moreover, it would be necessary to gather longitudinal
medical records for future validation because this research
was a single-center study.

Notably, OD-NLP by IRIS NLP is not about cutting up
sentences in the smallest possible tokens that carry meaning
(e.g., words), but rather to split sentences into the tokens that
carry an indivisible meaning for their use in a sentence.36

Accordingly, even inWestern languages that are ready for use
IRIS NLP application (English, French, German and Dutch),
marking word boundaries with clear separators such as
spaces and markers, noun phrases like compound nouns,
and concatenated nouns are not originally needed splitting
and thus those pieces carry an indivisible meaning. Mean-
while, neither Japanese nor Chinese have any obvious word
boundaries between characters, but actually they have some
different features; Japanese is composed of a mixture of
ideogram and phonogram, whereas Chinese is represented
only with ideogram. That’s reason why the character unit
itself can be treated with a token that carries indivisible
meaning and pretrained character embedding (e.g., word2-
vec and BERT) is often applied before deep learning in
Chinese.37,38 Moreover, IRIS NLP Chinese has not been
developed yet, and our current approach to the relating
problems in Japanese NLP holds a peculiar aspect that cannot
be simply applied to Chinese.

Conclusion

We investigated the performance of OD-NLP without a
dictionary in medical records written in Japanese using a
topic model, compared with WD-NLP. We proved that an
alternative application of OD-NLP extracts more character-
istic information for disease prediction than the convention-
al method. The current results suggest that entity
recognition can be useful in Japanese EHR systems for
document summarization, similar document retrieval, and
clinical application, although further improvement in accu-
racy and the enlargement of application would be required.
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